This compilation of material for “Eye on the World” is presented as a service to the Churches of God. The views stated in the material are those of the writers or sources quoted by the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the members of the Church of God Big Sandy. The following articles were posted at churchofgodbigsandy.com for the weekend of March 19, 2022.

Compiled by Dave Havir

Luke 21:34-36—“But take heed to yourselves, lest your souls be weighed down with self-indulgence, and drunkenness, or the anxieties of this life, and that day come on you suddenly, like a falling trap; for it will come on all dwellers on the face of the whole earth. But beware of slumbering; and every moment pray that you may be fully strengthened to escape from all these coming evils, and to take your stand in the presence of the Son of Man” (Weymouth New Testament).

★★★★★

“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines involve articles that are considered international. The articles were not posted, but the headlines give the essence of the story.

__________

Nuclear war would be a climate problem

- An article by Robinson Meyer titled “On Top of Everything Else, Nuclear War Would Be a Climate Problem” was posted at theatlantic.com on March 9, 2022.

- An article by Aaron Wherry titled “The War in Ukraine Threatens to Stall Progress on Tackling the Climate Crisis” was posted at cbc.ca on March 11, 2022.

Russia and China are laughing at U.S.

- An article by Wills Robinson titled “‘You Don’t Defeat a Crazy Man With Nuclear Weapons With [Demonstrating] Weakness’: Navy Seal Who Killed Bin Laden [Rob O’Neill] Slams U.S. Response to Putin, the Pentagon for Pushing Their Climate Change Plans and Says Russia and China Are ‘Laughing at Us’” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 12, 2022.

After Zelensky speech, Biden sends more weapons

- An article by Christian Datoc titled “Biden Activates Additional $800 Million in Ukraine Aid After Zelensky Speech” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Sinead Baker titled “Putin Ally Kadyrov Thanks Biden for Sending Weapons to Ukraine, Says He Looks Forward to Capturing and Using Them for Russia” was posted at businessinsider.com on March 17, 2022.

Chemical weapons—real or propaganda?


- An article by Jack Newman titled “Russian Troops in Ukraine Have Been Issued Gas Masks: Chemical Warfare Equipment Is Seized From Captured Troops Amid Warnings From the West That Putin Will Launch a Gas Attack” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 11, 2022.

Negotiations—real or propaganda?

- An article by Andrew Miller titled “Russia Expert [Rebekah Koffler]: Putin ‘Cornered Like a Rat’ and Will Do Whatever Necessary to Lash Out” was posted at foxnews.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Chris Matthews titled “Hopes Rise of ‘Positive Result’ to Peace Talks Between Russian and Ukraine Within Days as Zelensky Says He Will Talk to Putin, and Moscow Claims ‘Substantial Progress’ Despite Attack Just 12 Miles From NATO Border as Russia Asks China for Weapons” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.

- An article by Colonel Tim Collins titled “Despite Negotiations, Russia’s Onslaught Has Only Been Intensifying in Its Barbarity—but Weapons for Ukraine Can Force Putin to Talk Peace” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.

- An article by Mychael Schnell titled “Kremlin, Ukraine Hold Fourth Round of Talks as Russia Presses Toward Kyiv” was posted at thehill.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Rachael Bunyan, Chris Pleasance, Lauren Lewis and Mark Nicol titled “Zelensky Says Ukraine Must Accept It Won’t Join NATO in Significant Concession, but Adds the Country Has ‘Learned Who Our True Friends Are’ as Kyiv Braces for 36 Hours of Hell Under Fresh Russian Bombardments” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

- An article by Jack Newman titled “President Zelensky Restates His Red Lines and Demands Putin Doesn’t Keep an Inch of His Land After Kremlin Issued ‘15-Point Peace Plan’ That Involved Kyiv Giving Up Crimea and Donbass Region” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.
Russian assault continues

- An article by Paul D. Shinkman titled “Putin Defends Brutal Campaign in Ukraine as Global Condemnation Grows” was posted at usnews.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by David Stromberg titled “Why Putin Bombs the Very Same Russian-Speaking People He Claims to Liberate” was posted at timesofisrael.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Lauren Lewis and Jack Newman titled “Putin Wipes Out an Entire City: Ukrainian Outpost of Volnovakha ‘No Longer Exists’ After ‘War of Annihilation’—as Zelensky Accuses Russians of Shooting Children and Says Kyiv Will Be ‘Razes to the Ground’ Before It Falls” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Michael E. Ruane titled “Cut Off From Food, Ukrainians Recall Stalin’s Famine, Which Killed 4 Million of Them” was posted at washingtonpost.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Tom Brown titled “President Zelensky Warns Russia Is Trying to Create ‘Pseudo-Republics’ in the South to Break Ukraine Apart Like Those Seen in Separatist Regions of Donetsk and Luhansk” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.

- An article by Catherine Garcia titled “Treason Investigation Opened Into Installed Mayor of Russian-Occupied Melitopol” was posted at theweek.com on March 14, 2022.

Russia seeks reinforcements

- A Reuters article by Guy Faulconbridge and Frank Jack Daniel titled “Top Putin Ally [Viktor Zolotov, Chief of Russia’s National Guard and Member of Putin’s Security Council] Says Ukraine War Has Been Slower Than Expected” was posted at reuters.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Yaroslav Trofimov titled “A Ukrainian Town [Voznesensk] Deals Russia One of the War’s Most Decisive Routs” was posted at wsj.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Alan Cullison, Isabel Coles and Yaroslave Trofimov titled “Ukraine Mounts Counteroffensive to Drive Russians Back From Kyiv, Key Cities” was posted at wsj.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Chris Pleasance titled “Putin’s Manpower Problem: Russia ‘Is Drafting in Troops From Siberia and the Pacific as Well As Syrians and Mercenaries’ in Desperate Attempt to Get Stalled Ukrainian Invasion Going After Punishing Losses” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Marc Champion titled “Russia’s Ruined Game Plan for Ukraine Is Visible in the South” was posted at bloomberg.com on March 17, 2022.

- An article by Chris Pleasance titled “Russia Has Seen Up to 28,000 Troops Killed, Wounded or Captured in Ukraine (Around a Fifth of Its Force) U.S. Says, as Invasion ‘Stalls on All Fronts’ But Shelling of Cities Continues” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 17, 2022.
Deliberately killing civilians?

- An article by Guy Benson titled “Reminder: Russia Remains an Active Member of the U.N.’s Human Rights Council” was posted at townhall.com on March 17, 2022.
- An article by Thomas D. Williams titled “Vatican Calls Out Russia for Bombing Civilians in Ukraine” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.
- An article by Rachael Bunyan titled “Scores Feared Dead as Putin Bombs ‘Hundreds’ of Sheltering Families: Biden Brands Russian Leader a ‘War Criminal’ After Theater Packed With ‘Up to 1,200’ Terrified Civilians Is Destroyed—Despite Having ‘Children’ Written Outside” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

Ukrainian refugees

- An article by Kwasi Gyamfi Asiedu titled “Jehovah’s Witnesses Flee Russia for Worship Without Fear” was posted at apnews.com on March 6, 2022.
- An article by Erin Cunningham titled “Poland’s Two Largest Cities Warn They Can No Longer Absorb Ukrainian Refugees” was posted at washingtonpost.com on March 11, 2022.
- An article by Chris Tomlinson titled “Danish Government Welcomes Ukrainian Refugees, Sends Syrians Home” was posted at breitbart.com on March 15, 2022.
- An article by Tom Pyman and Rachael Bunyan titled “The Horror of Mariupol: Putin Troops Hold 500 Hostages in a Hospital as Human Shields While Premature Babies Are Abandoned by Their Parents—but at Least 20,000 Civilians Have Been Allowed to Flee the Besieged City” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

Russian air strikes near Poland

- An article by Lauren Lewis, Jack Newman and Matthew Lodge titled “Putin’s Forces Strike Close to NATO Border: Explosions Are Heard in Ukraine’s Western City of Lviv That Is Haven for Refugees Fleeing War-Torn Nation as 30 Russian Missiles Hit Military Base and Kill 35 Just 12 Miles From Poland” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.
- An article by Katelyn Ferral titled “After Deadly Russian Airstrike Near Ukrainian Border, Poles Increasingly on Edge, Making Backup Plans” was posted at usatoday.com on March 15, 2022.

Joe Biden warns Putin not to attack NATO

- An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Joe Biden Threatens ‘World War III’ If Vladimir Putin Attacks NATO” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.
- A Reuters article by Tim Cocks titled “South Africa’s [President Cyril] Ramaphosa Blames NATO for Russia’s War in Ukraine” was posted at reuters.com on March 17, 2022.

NATO troops gather closer

- An article by Chris Matthews titled “NATO Flexes Its Muscles on Putin’s Doorstep: Alliance Sends 30,000 Troops, 50 Vessels and 200 Aircraft to Russian-Neighbor Norway for Military Drills” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.
An article by John Daniel Davidson titled “Washington Is Ramping Up Its Campaign to Draw NATO Into War With Russia” was posted at thefederalist.com on March 16, 2022.

Should there be a no-fly zone?

An article by Pam Key titled “Pentagon’s [John] Kirby: Not in Ukraine’s ‘Interest’ for U.S., Russia to Get in a War in Their Airspace” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “Zelensky Calls on U.S. Military to Engage Russia: ‘Is This Too Much to Ask? A Humanitarian No-Fly Zone’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 16, 2022.

An article by Isabel Van Brugen titled “White House on No-Fly Zone: ‘We Are Not Interested in Getting Into World War III’ ” was posted at theepochtimes.com on March 17, 2022.

U.S. flip-flopped on Poland Migs to Ukraine

An article by Jeff Poor titled “[Iowa Senator Chuck] Grassley: ‘Biden Administration Was for Sending These Polish Migs to Ukraine Before They Said They Were Against It’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.


Turkey will not sanction Russia

An article titled “Turkey Will Not Join Western Sanctions Against Russia—Foreign Minister [Mevlut Cavusoglu]” was posted at tass.com on March 13, 2022.

Russia sanctions Biden and 12 others

An article by Bruce Golding titled “Russia Sanctions 13 Americans, Including Joe and Hunter Biden, Hillary Clinton” was posted at nypost.com on March 15, 2022.

Russia seizes equipment

An article by Mauro Orru titled “Putin Signs Law to Seize Foreign Aircraft, Redeploy for Domestic Use” was posted at wsj.com on March 14, 2022.

Russia’s crackdown on media

An article by Greg Miller and Joseph Menn titled “Putin’s Pre-War Moves Against U.S. Tech Giants Laid Groundwork for Crackdown on Free Expression” was posted at washingtonpost.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by Sarah Al-Arshani titled “A Russian Journalist Said She’s Staying to Report as Others Flee Over Putin’s New Censorship Law: ‘I’m Not a Martyr, but I Feel Like Somebody Has to Do That’ ” was posted at businessinsider.com on March 13, 2022.
Russia state TV

■ An article by Brent D. Griffiths titled “Outraged Editor at Russian State TV [Maria Ovsyannikova] Interrupts Her Network’s Own Broadcast Shouting “No War!”” was posted at businessinsider.com on March 14, 2022.

■ A Reuters article by Staff titled “Court Slaps [30,000 Roubles or $280] Fine on Russian Woman [Maria Ovsyannikova] After On-Air TV Protest” was posted at reuters.com on March 15, 2022.

■ An article by Will Stewart titled “Russian Journalist Exodus: More Big Name Reporters Quit Their Jobs at Pro-Kremlin TV Channels After Presenter [Maria Ovsyannikova] Went Into Hiding Having Posted a ‘No to War’ Message” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

Putin censorship laws

■ An article by Will Stewart and Adam Solomons titled “[Celebrity Cookbook Author, Veronika Belotserkovskaya] Could Be First Person Jailed Under Putin’s New Censorship Laws Banning Criticism of the Ukraine War After Accusing Vladimir of ‘Turning Boys Into Minced Meat’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 17, 2022.

Demonstrations in Russia

■ An article titled “Is Putin Coup-Proof? That Depends on How Much Hardship Russian Elites Will Stand” was posted at washingtonpost.com on March 10, 2022.

■ An article by Lizzie May titled “Anti-War Protesters Are Hauled Off Streets in Moscow and St. Petersburg by Riot Police With ‘Z’ on Their Helmets as Human Rights Body Says 14,000 Demonstrators in 112 Cities Have Been Arrested in Russia Since Start of Ukraine Conflict” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.

Demonstrations in other countries

■ A Reuters article by Madaline Chambers titled “Tens of Thousands Protest in Berlin Against War in Ukraine” was posted at reuters.com on March 14, 2022.

■ An article by Peter Caddle titled “Ukraine Crisis: Hundreds of Criminal Attacks on Russians in Germany” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

Russian war reveals high number of Oligarchs

■ An article titled “A New Front in the War Drags Russia’s Oligarchs Into the Spotlight” was posted at washingtonpost.com on March 12, 2022.

■ An article by Darren Boyle titled “Italian Police Seize the World’s Biggest Sailing Yacht (Sailing Yacht A) as Russian Oligarch Owner Andrey Melnichenko Becomes the Latest to Be Hit by Sanctions” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 12, 2022.

■ An article by Harriett Alexander titled “Russian Oligarchs Rush to Sell Their Multi-Million Dollar Properties on Manhattan’s Billionaire’s Row Before Asset Freezes and Sanctions: Iconic Plaza Hotel Apartment Among the 70 Plus Properties Being Quietly Shopped Around” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 12, 2022.
An article by Sam Tabahriti titled “At Least 14 Private Jets From Russia Landed in Israel in the Past 10 Days Amid the Latest Round of Oligarch Sanctions” was posted at businessinsider.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by Josef Federman and Ilan Ben Zion titled “As Ukraine War Rages, Israel Grapples With Fate of Oligarchs” was posted at apnews.com on March 14, 2022.

A Reuters article by Belen Carreno, Joan Faus and Isla Binnie titled “Spain Seizes Russian [Sergei Chemezov] Oligarch’s Yacht in Barcelona” was posted at reuters.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Grace Dean titled “Shipbuilders Are Receiving a Rush of Offers on Superyachts Under Construction Amid Sanctions on Russian Elites” was posted at businessinsider.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “Russian Oligarch’s [Vladimir Strzhalkovsky] Superyacht Stuck in Norway Because No One Will Sell It Fuel” was posted at fox5ny.com on March 16, 2022.

Oligarch Roman Abramovich

An article by Kate Duffy titled “Roman Abramovich’s $65 Million Private Jet Apparently Flew From Moscow to Israel, and Then to Istanbul After His Assets Were Frozen by UK Sanctions” was posted at businessinsider.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Kate Duffy titled “A $700 Million Superyacht Owned by the Sanctioned Oligarch Roman Abramovich Is Sailing Toward His Other $600 Million Vessel in the Mediterranean” was posted at businessinsider.com on March 15, 2022.

An article by Martin Robinson titled “Roman Abramovich’s Superyachts and Private Jet Flee to International Waters and Moscow as Bombshell BBC Documentary Accuses Billionaire Oligarch of Being ‘Putin’s Money Man’ and Details How His Steel Firm Made Tanks for Russia” was posted at daily-mail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

An article by Alex Raskin, Kishan Vaghela and Oli Gamp titled “U.S. Billionaires Vie for Chelsea [Soccer Team]: [NFL New York] Jets Owner Woody Johnson ‘Preps $2.6 Billion Bid to Buy Soccer Club Ahead of Massive Joint Offer From the Cubs Bosses and Investor Ken Griffin’ After Sanctioned Oligarch Owner Roman Abramovich Was Forced to Sell” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

Russia’s reaction to sanctions

An article by Jennifer Maloney, Emily Glazer and Heather Haddon titled “Russian Prosecutors Warn Western Companies [Like McDonald’s, Coke and IBM] of Arrests, Asset Seizures” was posted at wsj.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Natasha Dailey titled “Russians Are Buying So Much Gold Amid the Ruble’s Collapse That the Central Bank Halted Its Own Purchases From Banks” was posted at businessinsider.com on March 15, 2022.

A Reuters article by Oliver Hirt and Brenna Hughes Neghaiwi titled “Russians Have Up to $213 Billion Stashed Offshore in Swiss Banks” was posted at reuters.com on March 17, 2022.
Ukraine halts microchip output

- A Reuters article by Alexandra Alper titled “Russia’s Attack on Ukraine Halts Half of World’s Neon Output for Chips” was posted at reuters.com on March 11, 2022.

Comments about Russia and China

- An article by David Ng titled “Disney Suspends Business in Russia, but Continues Cozy Relationship With Communist China” was posted at breitbart.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Doyle McManus titled “China Wanted to Appear Neutral Between Russia and Ukraine; It Isn’t” was posted at latimes.com on March 13, 2022.

- A Reuters article by Mark Trevelyan titled “Russia Says Nearly Half Its Reserves Are Frozen, Counts on Ties With China” was posted at reuters.com on March 13, 2022.

Comments about China

- An article by Gabrielle Reyes titled “Beijing Vows ‘Strong Response’ If U.S. Sanctions China Over Ukraine” was posted at breitbart.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Gabrielle Reyes titled “Chinese PLAAF [People’s Liberation Army Air Force] Orders 13 Aircraft to Penetrate Taiwan’s ADIZ [Air Defense Identification Zone]” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

- A Reuters article by Ben Blanchard titled “Taiwan Again Warns Chinese Aircraft in Its Air Defense Zone” was posted at reuters.com on March 14, 2022.


Comments about Israel

- A Reuters article by Dan Williams titled “Israeli Foreign Minister, Jordan’s King Discuss Jerusalem Tensions” was posted at reuters.com on March 10, 2022.

- A Reuters article by Natalia Zinets, Matthias Williams and Dan Williams titled “Israel, Ukraine Deny Report [That] Bennett Recommended Yielding to Russian Demands” was posted at reuters.com on March 12, 2022.

Comments about Iran

- An article by Matthew Lee titled “U.S. Pays $2 Million a Month to Protect Pompeo, Aide [Former Iran Envoy Brian Hook] From Iran Threat” was posted at apnews.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Adam Manno titled “Iran Admits It Fired Barrage of Ballistic Missiles Near U.S. Consulate in Iraq in Retaliation for Israeli Air Strike That Killed Two Members of Its Revolutionary Guard in Syria” was posted at daily-mail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.
An article by Staff titled “Iran Fires Missiles at Irbil U.S. Consulate; Tehran [Says] ‘Secret Israeli Bases’ Targeted” was posted at timesofisrael.com on March 13, 2022.

A Reuters article by Patricia Zengerle, Humeyra Pamuk and Simon Lewis titled “Iran Says U.S. Has to Make Decision on Reviving Nuclear Deal” was posted at reuters.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Nathaniel Charles titled “Iran Says It Foiled Israeli Sabotage Plot Against Nuclear Facility” was posted at breitbart.com on March 15, 2022.

An article by Rob Crilly titled “Top General in the Middle East [Marine Corps General Kenneth McKenzie] Warns Iran Has 3,000 Ballistic Missiles That Can Hit Israel, Confirms U.S. Will Sell F-15 Fighter Jets to Egypt and Says There Is Only a ‘Trickle’ of Syrians Heading to Fight for Russia” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

A Reuters article by Francois Murphy titled “Iran Defies Western Powers With Work on Near Weapons-Grade Uranium” was posted at reuters.com on March 16, 2022.

An article by Katie Feehan and Mark Duell titled “The Hug That Says 2,173 Days of Hell Are Over: Freed Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe Embraces Daughter Gabriella and Tells Delighted Supporters ‘you have made us whole’—Minutes After Landing Back in the UK Having Been Held Captive in Iran Since 2016” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

An article by Rob Crilly titled “Psaki Blames Trump for Iran Moving Towards Nuclear Weapons and Does Not Rule Out Removing Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps From Terror List to Secure New Deal With Tehran” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

**Comments about Saudi Arabia**

An article by Jon Gambrell titled “Saudi Arabia Puts 81 to Death in Its Largest Mass Execution” was posted at apnews.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by Stephen Kalin and Summer Said titled “Saudi Arabia Invites China’s Xi to Visit Kingdom Amid Strained U.S. Relations” was posted at wsj.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “Saudi Arabia Reportedly Considering Accepting Yuan Instead of Dollar for Oil Sales” was posted at thehill.com on March 15, 2022.

**International covid news**

A Reuters article by Julie Gordon and Ismail Shakil titled “Canada’s Ontario to Drop Covid Curbs, Including Mask Mandate” was posted at reuters.com on March 9, 2022.

An article by Chris Tomlinson titled “Italian PM: Ukrainian Refugees Must Be Vaccinated or Take Tests Every 48 Hours” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.
An article by Chris Tomlinson titled “Covid-1984: 600,000 Italians Set to Receive Fines for Being Unvaccinated” was posted at breitbart.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by Thomas Maresca titled “China Locks Down [Changchun] City of 9 Million Amid Biggest Covid-19 Outbreak in Two Years” was posted at upi.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by John Hayward titled “Lockdown in Shenzhen [Trapping 24 Million Residents Inside Surrounding Province] as China Reports Record Coronavirus Cases” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Philippe Naughton titled “Covid Finally Spins Out of Control in China as New Variant Takes Hold” was posted at thedailybeast.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Huizhong Wu titled “China Battles Multiple Outbreaks, Driven by Stealth Omicron” was posted at apnews.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Dr. Joseph Mercola titled “Globalists Aim to Take Over Health Systems Worldwide” was posted at mercola.com on March 15, 2022.

An article by Adam Shergold titled “[Tennis Star] Novak Djokovic Will Get the Chance to Defend His French Open Title as Covid Restrictions Are Eased at Roland Garros After the Unvaccinated 20-Time Slam Winner Was Barred From the Australian Open Earlier This Year” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.


International miscellaneous news

Looking back to February 2022, an article by Dzirhan Mahadzir titled “Japanese MoD [Ministry of Defense] Voices Concern Over Russian Naval Exercises” was posted at usni.org on Feb. 16, 2022.

An article by Dzirhan Mahadzir titled “Japan Again Raises Concern Over 10 Warship Russian Navy Surface Group” was posted at usni.org on March 11, 2022.

An article by Sonia Perez titled “Guatemala Increases Abortion Penalty, Bans Same-Sex Marriage” was posted at apnews.com on March 9, 2022.

An article titled “Clouds Over [Former German Chancellor Angela] Merkel’s Legacy as Russian Invasion Lays Flaws Bare” was posted at voanews.com on March 12, 2022.

A Reuters article by Essi Lehto and Nora Buli titled “Finland Starts Much-Delayed Nuclear Plant, Brings Respite to Power Market” was posted at reuters.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by John Hayward titled “India Apologizes for ‘Accidental’ and ‘Regrettable’ Launch of Missile Into Pakistan” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

A Reuters article by Staff titled “Australian Court Reverses Landmark Climate Ruling [Saying That the Environmental Minister Couldn’t Be Held
Personally Liable for the Effects of Global Warming]” was posted at reuters.com on March 15, 2022.

- A Reuters article by Krishna N. Das titled “India Court Upholds State Hijab Ban in Schools, Could Set National Precedent” was posted at reuters.com on March 15, 2022.

- An article by Isabella Nikolic and James Gant titled “At Least Four Are Killed as 7.3-Magnitude Earthquake Hits Fukushima, Triggering Fire Alarm at Nuclear Plant, Plunging Millions Into Darkness and Derailing a Bullet Train” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Monica Greep titled “Emperor Naruhito’s Daughter Princess Aiko of Japan Vows to ‘Value Her Duties’ in a Press Conference to Mark Becoming a Working Royal After Coming of Age on Her 20th Birthday” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 17, 2022.

- An article by Padraig Collins and Stephen Johnson titled “Sydney Is the Second Most Unaffordable City in the World and Melbourne Is Barely Any Better—as Alarming Data Shows How Many More Years Australians Must Spend Saving for a Deposit [the Most Expensive City Is Hong Kong and the Cheapest Cities Are Pittsburgh, Oklahoma City, Rochester, St. Louis and Edmonton]” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

★★★★★

An article by Victor Davis Hanson titled “10 Realities of Ukraine” was posted at townhall.com on March 17, 2022. Following is the article.

One—Reassuring an enemy what one will not do ensures that the enemy will do just that and more.

Unpredictability and occasional enigmatic silence bolster deterrence. But President Joe Biden’s predictable reassurance to Russian President Vladimir Putin that he will show restraint means Putin likely will not.

Two—No-fly zones don’t work in a big-power, symmetrical standoff.

In a cost-benefit analysis, they are not worth the risk of shooting down the planes of a nuclear power. They usually do little to stop planes outside of such zones shooting missiles into them. Sending long-range, high-altitude anti-aircraft batteries to Ukraine to deny Russian air superiority is a far better way of regaining air parity.

Three—Europe, NATO members, and Germany in particular have de facto admitted that their past decades of shutting down nuclear plants, coal mines, and oil and gas fields have left Europe at the mercy of Russia.

They are promising to rearm and meet their promised military contributions. By their actions, they are admitting that their critics, the United States in particular, were right, and they were dangerously wrong in empowering Putin.
Four—China is now pro-Russian.

Beijing wants Russian natural resources at a discount. Russia will pay for overpriced access to Chinese finance, commerce, and markets. Yet if Russia loses the Ukraine war, goes broke, and as an international pariah is ostracized, then China will likely cut the smelly Russian albatross from its neck—in fear of new Western financial, cultural, and commercial clout.

Five—Americans are finally digesting just how destructive the humiliating flight from Afghanistan was.

The catastrophe signaled to Russia, China, North Korea, and Iran that Western deterrence had died. No surprise that Russia sent missiles into a Ukrainian base near the Polish-NATO border. North Korea in January launched more missiles than in any month in its history. Iran sent missiles into Kurdistan. China announces daily it is just a matter of time until it absorbs Taiwan. The tens of billions of dollars of sophisticated weaponry sent to Ukraine by the West are still far less than what the U.S. military handed over to the terrorist Taliban.

Six—The Ukraine war did not cause inflation and record gas prices. Both were already spiking by early February 2022.

The cause was the Biden Administration’s year-long radical expansion of the money supply at a time of post-COVID, pent-up consumer demand. It foolishly continued de facto zero-interest rates. Its generous COVID subsidies for the unemployed discouraged a return to work, while slashing U.S. oil and gas production and pipelines.

Prior to Putin’s invasion, Biden was quite publicly blaming greedy corporations, oil companies, COVID, and former President Donald Trump for the inflation he had birthed in 2021. And he was claiming undeniable high prices were only temporary or mostly an obsession of the elite.

Seven—Putin did not invade during the Trump tenure, although he had been more aggressive under previous American leadership with his prior attacks on Georgia, Ukraine, and Crimea. Russia stayed still when oil prices were low, fuel supplies in the West were plentiful, and the United States was confident.

When the U.S. was neither bogged down in optional military interventions nor led by a president predictably accommodating to Russian aggressions, Russia stayed quiet. Putin took note of increased NATO and U.S. defense spending. He feared low global oil prices and record American oil and gas production. He was wary after unpredictable American strikes against enemies like ISIS, Abu al-Baghdadi, and the Iranian General Qasem Soleimani.

Eight—It is not “escalation” to send arms to Ukraine.

The Russians far more aggressively supplied the North Koreans and North Vietnamese in their wars against America, without spreading the war globally. Pakistan, Syria, and Iran sent deadly weapons—many in turn supplied to them by Russia, North Korea, and China—to kill thousands of Americans during the Afghanistan and Iraq wars.
Nine—Putin may never fully absorb Ukraine as long as it can easily be supplied across its borders by four NATO countries.

The U.S. deadlocked in the Korean War, lost the Vietnam War, was stalled in Iraq, and fled Afghanistan in part because its enemies were easily supplied by nearby border friends on the assumption the U.S. could not strike such abettors.

Ten—It is not “un-American” to point out that prior American appeasement under the Obama and the Biden Administrations explains not why Putin wished to go into Ukraine, but why he felt he could.

It is not “treasonous” to say Ukraine and the United States previously should have stayed out of each other’s domestic affairs and politics—but still do not excuse Putin’s savage aggression. It is not traitorous to admit that Russia for centuries relied on buffer states between Europe—lost when its Warsaw Pact satellite members joined NATO after its defeat in the Cold War. But that reality also does not justify Putin’s savage attack.

We should not rehash the past but learn from it—and thereby ensure Putin is defeated now and deterred in the future.

★★★★★

An article by Dennis Prager titled “Ukraine: What Is in America’s Interest?” was posted at townhall.com on March 15, 2022. Following is the article.

As a result of the Russian invasion and partial destruction of Ukraine, the question “What is in America’s interest?” is the question of the day. Specifically, how much should America get involved in defending Ukraine?

On the Left, the question “What is in America’s interest?” is moot.

On the Left, “America’s interest” is regarded as essentially a chauvinistic, nationalistic, even fascistic term.

If the Left were concerned with what is in America’s interest, it would not advocate—and, under President Joe Biden, implement—open borders. It is not in America’s interest to allow millions of people to illegally enter the United States.

If the Left were concerned with what is in America’s interest, it would not advocate lying to its youth by telling them that America is systemically racist, that it was founded in 1619, that it fought the Revolution to preserve slavery and that the Founders were immoral racists. It would not advocate defunding police departments. It would not have advocated depriving young children of education for two years.
The Left everywhere despises America. And the American Left is no exception. Most liberals love America, but they vote for the Left. So, their love is irrelevant.

Let’s now turn our attention to the Right.

Unlike the Left, people on the Right are preoccupied with the question, “What is in America’s interest?” That is why the Trump-era slogan “America First” so resonated with conservatives.

Conservatives believe, correctly, that open borders lead to the end of a country as a distinct national entity. (The Left believes it, too, by the way.) They want America to be energy independent so as not to depend on other countries—especially countries such as Iran, Russia and Venezuela—for its energy. Whatever the distant future risks of carbon emissions may be, they do not compare to the present risks of an energy shortage, energy dependence and runaway inflation. And they believe that America, despite its flaws, has been exactly as Abraham Lincoln described it: “The last best hope of Earth.” Therefore, teaching young Americans that America is the very opposite is not only a lie, but it will also destroy the foundations of this country.

In foreign affairs, however, conservative answers to the question, “What is in America’s interest?” are neither as clear nor as unanimous as they are concerning domestic issues.

Take the present crisis, the Russian invasion of Ukraine.

One hopes that virtually all conservatives (and virtually all people across the political spectrum) regard the invasion as evil. Whoever doesn’t has a malfunctioning conscience.

Yet, some people, on the Right as well as the Left, do not put the entire blame for the war on Putin. Their chief argument is that Putin felt threatened by the possible expansion of NATO into Ukraine.

That anyone outside of Russia would offer this argument is depressing. Do the people who make this argument believe that Russia has a legitimate fear of an attack by a NATO country? Or do they believe that Putin fears an attack by a NATO country?

If Russia is ruled by a paranoid dictator without a conscience (as evidenced by his murdering Russian dissidents and the ongoing laying of Ukrainian cities to waste), his paranoia is not to be honored. To cite the example of Hitler again, he sought the annihilation of the Jews because he feared them; he constantly reiterated his paranoid belief that the Jews sought the destruction of Germany and of the Aryan race. Paranoid dictators need to be confronted, not patronized.

Moreover, in 1994, Ukraine gave up its nuclear weapons (inherited from the former Soviet Union). It signed an agreement called the Budapest Memorandum with Russia, the U.K. and the U.S. in which it agreed to dismantle its nuclear weapons and delivery systems (bombers and missiles). In return, Ukraine was assured that Russia, the U.S. and the U.K. would refrain from threatening it and respect its “independence and sovereignty and the existing borders.”
In other words, the only threat between Russia and Ukraine was Russia threatening Ukraine.

One should also add that between 1932 and 1933, Soviet Russia murdered between four and six million Ukrainians in what the Ukrainians call the Holodomor (Ukrainian for “murder by starvation”).

Still, the argument goes, the Ukrainians provoked Putin by courting NATO membership.

NATO notwithstanding, the primary “not in America’s interest” argument goes like this: “What Putin is doing is wrong, but essentially it is none of our business. The United States has no interest in Ukraine.”

To this argument, one can ask: Other than an attack on America, when and where does America have an interest? And why? If a Russian dictator can invade and decimate another country in an act of unprovoked aggression and it not be in America’s interest, what about China invading Taiwan, or Iran unleashing nuclear weapons against Israel, or North Korea doing so against South Korea? Why are Taiwan, Israel or South Korea more “in America’s interest” than Ukraine?

And, finally, what about the moral question?

Is morality “in America’s interest”?

I have supported the notion of “America First.” But as a conservative and as a religious conservative, I do not believe in “America Only.” For the same reasons, I believe in “my family first,” but I do not believe in “my family only.”

We should not send NATO troops into Ukraine, but we should allow Poland to supply Ukraine with fighter jets. Anyway, why is that different from our supplying Ukraine with anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapons?

If Russia having nuclear weapons prevents us from even allowing a third country to send jets into Ukraine, the lesson is simple and clear: If you want to paralyze the West, develop (or steal) nuclear weapons. Then you can destroy any country you choose.

If conservatism means “America First,” count me a conservative. But if conservatism means “America Only,” count me out.

★★★★★

An article by Victor Davis Hanson titled “The Green Immoralists” was posted at townhall.com on March 10, 2022. Following is the article.

Thousands are dying from Russian missiles and bombs in the suburbs of Ukraine.

In response, the Biden Administration’s climate-change envoy, multimillionaire and private-jet-owning John Kerry, laments that Russian President Vladimir Putin might no longer remain his partner in reducing global warming.
“You’re going to lose people’s focus,” Kerry frets. “You’re going to lose big-country attention because they will be diverted, and I think it could have a damaging impact.”

“Impact”?

Did the global moralist Kerry mean by “impact” the over 650 Russian missiles that impacted Ukrainian buildings and tore apart children?

Are Russian soldiers losing their green “focus”? When Putin threatens nuclear war is he merely “diverted”? Would letting off a few nukes be “damaging” to the human environment?

Climate-change moralists love humanity so much in the abstract that they must shut down its life-giving gas, coal, and oil in the concrete. And they value humans so little that they don’t worry in the here and now that ensuing fuel shortages and exorbitant costs cause wars, spike inflation, and threaten people’s ability to travel or keep warm.

The Biden Administration stopped all gas and oil production in the ANWR region of Alaska. It ended all new federal leases for drilling. It is canceling major new pipelines. It is leveraging lending agencies not to finance oil and gas drilling.

It helped force the cancellation of the EastMed pipeline that would have brought much-needed natural gas to southern Europe. And it has in just a year managed to turn the greatest oil and gas producer in the history of the world into a pathetic global fossil-fuel beggar.

Now gas is heading to well over $5 a gallon. In over-regulated blue states, it will likely hit $7.

The result is left-wing terror that the voters in the coming midterm election might rightly blame Democrats for hamstringing the American ability to travel, keep warm in winter and cool in summer, and buy affordable food.

But how will the Biden Administration square the circle of its own ideological war against oil and natural gas versus handing the advantage to our oil- and gas-producing enemies, as Russia invades Ukraine?

Or put another way, when selfish theory hits deadly reality, who loses? Answer: the American people.

President Joe Biden lifted U.S. sanctions on the Russian-German Nord Stream 2 pipeline designed to provide green Germany with loathsome, but life-saving, natural gas.

But first Biden canceled the Keystone XL pipeline in the United States. He has no problem with pipelines per se, just American ones.

While Biden doesn’t like the idea of Germany burning carbon fuel, or Putin reaping enormous profits from Berlin’s self-created dependency, or Germans importing liquified natural gas from America, Biden also does not like the idea
of forcing German families to turn off their thermostats in mid-winter when there is Russian-fed war not far from Germany’s borders.

Here at home, Biden gets even crazier. As our enemies around the world reap huge profits from record high oil and gas prices, did Biden ask Alaska, North Dakota, or Texas to ramp up production?

In other words, did he ask Americans to save fellow cash-strapped Americans from a self-created energy crisis, in the way he assured the Germans that during war reality trumps theory?

Not at all.

Instead, Biden came up with the most lunatic idea in recent diplomatic history of begging autocratic and hostile regimes the world over to pump more oil to lower America’s gas prices.

For years, America has sanctioned the oil-rich Venezuelan dictatorship, a narco-terrorist state that wars on its own people and its neighbors. Now Biden is begging strongman Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro to pump the supposedly dirty fuels America has in even greater abundance but finds it too icky to produce.

Biden also has beseeched the once sanctioned, terrorist Iranian government. He wants Tehran to help us out by upping the very oil and gas production that America has tried to curtail for years. In return, Iran is demanding a new “Iran Deal” that will soon ensure the now petro-rich theocracy the acquisition of nuclear weapons.

On the eve of the Russian invasion, Biden begged Putin to pump even more oil to supplement its current Russian imports to the United States.

Did Putin see that surreal request as yet another sign of American appeasement that might greenlight his upcoming planned invasion? In Russian eyes, was it more proof of American weakness and craziness after the humiliating flight from Afghanistan?

Biden has blasted the human rights record of Saudi Arabia’s royal family. Now he is begging the monarchy to pump more of its despised carbon-spewing oil to make up for what his administration shut down at home. Is that why the Saudi royals refused to take his call?

The moral of Biden’s oil madness? Elite ideology divorced from reality impoverished people and can get them killed.

★★★★★

An article by Charles Gasparino titled “Even ‘EV’ Elon Musk Mocks Biden’s ‘Green’ Hucksters” was posted at nypost.com on March 12, 2022. Following is the article.

You know things are getting bad for Team Biden when Elon Musk is mocking its ludicrous push for everything green.
That’s right. The dude who made his billions off the greening of America with his electric-car company known as Tesla is now gaslighting the Biden administration’s delusional agenda.

Musk is known to speak his mind, so I’m not totally shocked he’s now throwing shade on Team Biden’s latest green gimmick—that we should immediately dump our nasty gas guzzlers for the allegedly affordable electric vehicles offered by Tesla and, increasingly, the mainstream automobile industry.

But what’s surprising me is that even financial executives who have embraced the green revolution, people like Larry Fink, the CEO of money-management powerhouse BlackRock, are increasingly urging caution on the overnight transition to a green economy, including an immediate embrace of electric vehicles.

The consequences, they warn, will be rapid inflation even above the pace we’re seeing now. It’s a massive tax on the poor and working class who will have to pay more to travel to work and eat given the costs associated with energy consumption. As oil is climbing to $150 a barrel and gas prices head toward $8 a gallon in some places because of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, it’s the last thing we as a country need right now.

It’s scary that those words of caution haven’t pierced the thick skulls of the policymakers in DC. Proof was last week’s bizarre press conference featuring Vice President Kamala Harris and Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg, who claimed that, soon, every car will be clean and electric and it will save the world from . . . Vladimir Putin.

Neither Harris nor Buttigieg mentioned Putin by name, but he was clearly top-of-mind. Oil and gas prices are spiking because of US sanctions designed to cut off sales of Russian oil that finances its war-machine, they suggested.

Not mentioned: Prices are also rising up because Harris, Buttigieg and their boss, President Biden, continue to handcuff US oil drilling at the behest of the environmental lobby.

Like hawking used cars

That last reason is why they needed a PR head fake about the benefits of turning green even if it fell flatter than a pancake. During the event, Harris sought to be inspiring, but came off as someone hawking used cars. She said the American people should sit back and “imagine a future” where every car, bus and truck is powered by electricity. It can happen sooner than you think, our VP assured us, where “the freight trucks that deliver bread and milk to our grocery store shelves and the buses that take children to school and parents to work . . . produce zero emissions. Well, you all imagined it.”

She got one thing right: “It’s all imaginary” was my first thought. If EVs were so user-friendly, wouldn’t we all be buying them already?

So I reached out to savvy Wall Street types for a gut check. Here’s what they told me: Of course electric cars hold out great promise, but they’re not going mainstream tomorrow or even next year or maybe not the next five years.
Why? They’re expensive for the average person (average cost of around $56,000). Electricity doesn’t grow on trees; It’s created by burning those dreaded fossil fuels or by inefficient wind turbines. You will need nuclear power to ramp up capacity to meet the imaginary levels of our VP.

And how many nuclear plants will the environmentalists running the Biden administration really allow?

Electric vehicles also run on batteries. Those batteries rely on nickel, lithium and cobalt, minerals where China has become a significant refiner. That’s why China has also become a top manufacturer of EV batteries.

In their delusional press conference, the dynamic duo seemed oblivious to the obvious logic that if we follow their lead, maybe someday we will become less dependent on Putin’s oil but more dependent on Communist China’s cobalt.

They’re also oblivious to the fact that their green revolution must be an evolution. Don’t believe me or my Wall Street sources, but listen to Musk—the electric-vehicle king.

“Obviously this would negatively affect Tesla, but sustainable energy solutions simply cannot react instantaneously to make up for Russian oil & gas exports,” he recently tweeted.

As for the investment fad known as ESG (Environmental Social Governance) that’s pushing companies to overnight adopt everything green including EVs, Musk says they “have been twisted to insanity” and “should be deleted if not fixed.”

Good advice. Too bad Team Biden won’t listen.

★★★★★

An article by Glenn Greenwald titled “The NYT Now Admits the Biden Laptop (Falsely Called ‘Russian Disinformation’) Is Authentic” was posted at greenwald.substack.com on March 17, 2022. Following is the article.

One of the most successful disinformation campaigns in modern American electoral history occurred in the weeks prior to the 2020 presidential election. On October 14, 2020—less than three weeks before Americans were set to vote—the nation’s oldest newspaper, The New York Post, began publishing a series of reports about the business dealings of the Democratic frontrunner Joe Biden and his son, Hunter, in countries in which Biden, as Vice President, wielded considerable influence (including Ukraine and China) and would again if elected president.

The backlash against this reporting was immediate and intense, leading to suppression of the story by U.S. corporate media outlets and censorship of the story by leading Silicon Valley monopolies. The disinformation campaign against this reporting was led by the CIA’s all-but-official spokesperson Natasha Bertrand (then
of Politico, now with CNN), whose article on October 19 appeared under this headline: “Hunter Biden story is Russian disinfo, dozens of former intel officials say.”

These “former intel officials” did not actually say that the “Hunter Biden story is Russian disinfo.” Indeed, they stressed in their letter the opposite: namely, that they had no evidence to suggest the emails were falsified or that Russia had anything to do them, but, instead, they had merely intuited this “suspicion” based on their experience: “We want to emphasize that we do not know if the emails, provided to the New York Post by President Trump’s personal attorney Rudy Giuliani, are genuine or not and that we do not have evidence of Russian involvement—just that our experience makes us deeply suspicious that the Russian government played a significant role in this case.”

But a media that was overwhelmingly desperate to ensure Trump’s defeat had no time for facts or annoying details such as what these former officials actually said or whether it was in fact true. They had an election to manipulate. As a result, that these emails were “Russian disinformation”—meaning that they were fake and that Russia manufactured them—became an article of faith among the U.S.’s justifiably despised class of media employees.

Very few even included the crucial caveat that the intelligence officials themselves stressed: namely, that they had no evidence at all to corroborate this claim. Instead, as I noted last September, “virtually every media outlet—CNN, NBC News, PBS, Huffington Post, The Intercept, and too many others to count—began completely ignoring the substance of the reporting and instead spread the lie over and over that these documents were the by-product of Russian disinformation.” The Huffington Post even published a must-be-seen-to-be-believed campaign ad for Joe Biden, masquerading as “reporting,” that spread this lie that the emails were “Russian disinformation.”

This disinformation campaign about the Biden emails was then used by Big Tech to justify brute censorship of any reporting on or discussion of this story: easily the most severe case of pre-election censorship in modern American political history.

Twitter locked The New York Post’s Twitter account for close to two weeks due to its refusal to obey Twitter’s orders to delete any reference to its reporting. The social media site also blocked any and all references to the reporting by all users; Twitter users were barred even from linking to the story in private chats with one another. Facebook, through its spokesman, the life-long DNC operative Andy Stone, announced that they would algorithmically suppress discussion of the reporting to ensure it did not spread, pending a “fact check[] by Facebook’s third-party fact checking partners” which, needless to say, never came—precisely because the archive was indisputably authentic.

The archive’s authenticity, as I documented in a video report from September, was clear from the start. Indeed, as I described in that report, I staked my career on its authenticity when I demanded that The Intercept publish my analysis of these revelations, and then resigned when its vehemently anti-Trump editors censored any discussion of those emails precisely because it was indisputable that the archive was authentic (The Intercept’s former New York
Times reporter James Risen was given the green light by these same editors to spread and endorse the CIA’s lie, as he insisted that laptop should be ignored because “a group of former intelligence officials issued a letter saying that the Giuliani laptop story has the classic trademarks of Russian disinformation.”

I knew the archive was real because all the relevant journalistic metrics that one evaluates to verify large archives of this type—including the Snowden archive and the Brazil archive which I used to report a series of investigative exposés—left no doubt that it was genuine (that includes documented verification from third parties who were included in the email chains and who showed that the emails they had in their possession matched the ones in the archive word-for-word).

Any residual doubts that the Biden archive was genuine—and there should have been none—were shattered when a reporter from Politico, Ben Schreckinger, published a book last September, entitled “The Bidens: Inside the First Family’s Fifty-Year Rise to Power,” in which his new reporting proved that the key emails on which The New York Post relied were entirely authentic.

Among other things, Schreckinger interviewed several people included in the email chains who provided confirmation that the emails in their possession matched the ones in the Post’s archive word for word. He also obtained documents from the Swedish government that were identical to key documents in the archive. His own outlet, Politico, was one of the few to even acknowledge his book. While ignoring the fact that they were the first to spread the lie that the emails were “Russian disinformation,” Politico editors—under the headline “Double Trouble for Biden”—admitted that the book “finds evidence that some of the purported Hunter Biden laptop material is genuine, including two emails at the center of last October’s controversy.”

The vital revelations in Schreckinger’s book were almost completely ignored by the very same corporate media outlets that published the CIA’s now-debunked lies. They just pretended it never happened. Grappling with it would have forced them to acknowledge a fact quite devastating to whatever remaining credibility they have: namely, that they all ratified and spread a coordinated disinformation campaign in order to elect Joe Biden and defeat Donald Trump. With strength in numbers, and knowing that they speak only to and for liberals who are happy if they lie to help Democrats, they all joined hands in an implicit vow of silence and simply ignored the new proof in Schreckinger’s book that, in the days leading up to the 2020 election, they all endorsed a disinformation campaign.

It will now be much harder to avoid confronting the reality of what they did, though it is highly likely that they will continue to do so. This morning, The New York Times published an article about the broad, ongoing FBI criminal investigation into Hunter Biden’s international business and tax activities. Prior to the election, the Times, to their credit, was one of the few to apply skepticism to the CIA’s pre-election lie, noting on October 22 that “no concrete evidence has emerged that the laptop contains Russian disinformation.” Because the activities of Hunter Biden now under FBI investigation directly pertain to the emails first revealed by The Post, the reporters needed to rely upon the laptop’s archive to amplify and inform their reporting.
That, in turn, required *The New York Times* to verify the authenticity of this laptop and its origins—exactly what, according to their reporters, they successfully did: “People familiar with the investigation said prosecutors had examined emails between Mr. Biden, Mr. Archer and others about Burisma and other foreign business activity. Those emails were obtained by *The New York Times* from a cache of files that appears to have come from a laptop abandoned by Mr. Biden in a Delaware repair shop. The email and others in the cache were authenticated by people familiar with them and with the investigation.”

That this cache of emails was authentic was clear from the start. Any doubts were obliterated by publication of Schreckinger’s book six months ago. Now the Paper of Record itself explicitly states not only that the emails “were authenticated” but also that the original story from *The Post* about how they obtained these materials—they “come from a laptop abandoned by Mr. Biden in a Delaware repair shop”—“appears” to be true.

- What this means is that, in the crucial days leading up to the 2020 presidential election, most of the corporate media spread an absolute lie about *The New York Post’s* reporting in order to mislead and manipulate the American electorate.

- It means that Big Tech monopolies, along with Twitter, censored this story based on a lie from “the intelligence community.”

- It means that Facebook’s promise from its DNC operative that it would suppress discussion of the reporting in order to conduct a “fact-check” of these documents was a fraud because if an honest one had been conducted, it would have proven that Facebook’s censorship decree was based on a lie.

- It means that millions of Americans were denied the ability to hear about reporting on the candidate leading all polls to become the next president, and instead were subjected to a barrage of lies about the provenance (*Russia did it*) and authenticity (*disinformation!* ) of these documents.

The objections to noting all of this today are drearily predictable.

Reporting on Hunter Biden is irrelevant since he was not himself a candidate (what made the reporting relevant was what it revealed about the involvement of Joe Biden in these deals). Given the war in Ukraine, now is not the time to discuss all of this (despite the fact that they are usually ignored, there are always horrific wars being waged even if the victims are not as sympathetic as European Ukrainians and the perpetrators are the film’s Good Guys and not the Bad Guys). The real reason most liberals and their media allies do not want to hear about any of this is because they believe that the means they used (deliberately lying to the public with CIA disinformation) are justified by their noble ends (defeating Trump).

Whatever else is true, both the CIA/media disinformation campaign in the weeks before the 2020 election and the resulting regime of brute censorship imposed by Big Tech are of historic significance.

- Democrats and their new allies in the establishment wing of the Republican Party may be more excited by war in Ukraine than the subversion of their own election by the unholy trinity of the intelligence community, the corporate press, and Big Tech.
But today’s admission by The New York Times that this archive and the emails in it were real all along proves that a gigantic fraud was perpetrated by the country’s most powerful institutions.

What matters far more than the interest level of various partisan factions is the core truths about U.S. democracy revealed by this tawdry spectacle.

★★★★★

“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines are about articles that involve the United States. The articles were not posted, but the headlines give the essence of the story.

Comments about abortion

- An article by Mary Margaret Olohan titled “Texas Supreme Court Deals ‘Devastating’ Blow to Pro-Abortion Supporters” was posted at dailywire.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Chip Roy titled “Nancy Pelosi’s Omnibus Bill Abortion Slush Fund” was posted at dailywire.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Mary Kehatos titled “Idaho Lawmakers Pass Six-Week Abortion Ban Styled After Texas Law” was posted at abcnews.com on March 15, 2022.

- An article by Dillon Burroughs titled “Tennessee Introduces ‘Texas-Style’ Abortion Ban Bill” was posted at dailywire.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Rebecca Downs titled “[Marco] Rubio Files Resolution to Overturn Biden Administration’s Pro-Abortion Title X Family Planning Rule” was posted at townhall.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Bonnie Chernin titled “Judaism Is Anti-Abortion; But Not the National Council of Jewish Women” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Mary Margaret Olohan titled “House Democrats Push HHS [Health and Human Services] Secretary [Xavier Becerra] to Make Abortion Drugs Cheaper, Easier to Access” was posted at dailywire.com on March 17, 2022.

Comments about free speech

- An article by Natasha Anderson titled “Police Are Forced to Protect Conservative Debater [Kristen Waggoner] at Yale Law Free-Speech Event From Woke Students Shouting ‘I’ll Fight You B*tch’: Victim Warns ‘Future of Legal Profession in America Is in Dire Straits’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

Orchestrated reset—about the economy, not climate

- Looking back to July 2019, an article by Adam Shaw titled “AOC’s Top Aide Admits Green New Deal About the Economy, Not Climate” was posted at foxnews.com on July 12, 2019.
An article by Tom Brown titled “Elon Musk Rails Against Woke Trend to Make Corporate America More ‘Socially Conscious’ Saying ESG [a European Union-Sponsored Checklist of ‘Environmental, Social and Governance’ Criteria Companies] Have Been ‘Twisted to Insanity’ and Should Be ‘Deleted If Not Fixed’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 10, 2022.

**Comments about climate warriors**

- An article by Simon Kent titled “John Kerry Promises U.N. $10 Billion in U.S. Taxpayer Dollars Annually for ‘Climate Crisis’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by John Rigolizzo titled “Joe Manchin Sinks Biden’s Anti-Fossil Fuel Fed Nominee [Sarah Bloom Raskin]” was posted at dailywire.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Penny Starr titled “80 Democrats Want Tackling Climate Change Prioritized in Resurrected Spending Bill” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Biden Promises Executive Action on Climate Change as Energy Costs Spike” was posted at breitbart.com on March 15, 2022.

**Fossil fuel—Biden’s plan from day one**

- An article by Staff titled “[Journalist Dan] Bongino: Destruction of U.S. Fossil Fuel Has Been Biden Administration’s ‘Energy Suicide Plan’ Since Day 1” was posted at foxnews.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Levi A. Russell titled “Joe Biden’s ‘Transition Away From the Oil Industry’ Is Strangling America’s Economy” was posted at realclearenergy.org on March 15, 2022.

**Fossil fuel—Biden blaming Putin**

- An article by Andy Puzder titled “Don’t Blame Putin for Out-of-Control U.S. Gas Prices; Blame Biden and the Delusion Green Energy Policy That He Still Refuses to Abandon” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Ian Hanchett titled “Dem. Rep. [Brad] Sherman [of California]: 75 Cents of Gas Hike Due to Putin, U.S. Production Won’t Impact Oil Price, Need Saudis to ‘Backfill’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Melanie Arter titled “Biden: ‘The Current Spike in Gas Prices Is Largely the Fault of Vladimir Putin—It Has Nothing to Do With the American Rescue Plan’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 15, 2022.

- An article by James Gordon titled “Joe Biden Deploys Teenage TikTok Stars to Blame Soaring Gas Prices and Inflation on Russia as U.S.’s Worst Cost-of-Living Crisis in 40 Years Tanks President’s Ratings Ahead of Midterms” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

- An article by Katelyn Caralle and James Gordon titled “’The White House Thinks Voters Are Stupid’: GOP Slams Biden Administration for ‘Gaslighting’
Americans by Blaming Putin for Price Hikes and Recruiting TikTok Stars in Push to Move to Clean Energy and Stop Fossil Fuel Being ‘Weaponized’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

An article by Meghan McCain titled “The Pathetic Biden White House Has Resorted to Using Teenage TikTok Stars as Political Propagandists, Who Naively Spout Their Spin and Wrongly Blame Putin for Rising Gas Prices” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

Fossil fuel—be energy independent

An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Biden Falsely Claims His Climate Policies Aren’t Hampering Domestic Oil Production” was posted at townhall.com on March 8, 2022.

A video and an article by Wendell Husebo titled “Watch: AOC in 2021 Shames Bank CEOs for Financing ‘New’ Oil Drilling” were posted at breitbart.com on March 10, 2022.


An article by Katelyn Caralle and Elizabeth Elkind titled “Trump Calls Biden ‘Stupid’ for ‘Crawling Around the Globe on His Knees Begging and Pleading’ for Oil From Other Countries Instead of Tapping U.S. Resources as Prices at the Pump Hit Record Highs After Sanctions Cut Off Russia Energy” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 12, 2022.

An article by Angelo Isidorou titled “Laid-Off Keystone XL Pipeline Workers Blast Joe Biden for Lying About American Oil Production” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on March 13, 2022.

A video and an article by Staff titled “Watch: Manchin Rips Into Biden Appointee [Richard Glick] With a Fiery Message Over Stalled Pipeline” were posted at dailywire.com on March 13, 2022.

An article by Nick Gilbertson titled “Report: Drilling Permits Plummet Under Biden Administration After Peaking in April 2021” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Tyler Dawson titled “Majority of Americans [71%] Support Restarting Keystone XL Pipeline to Make Up for Russian Oil Ban” was posted at nationalpost.com on March 15, 2022.

A video and an article by Ashley Oliver titled “Watch: [Michigan] AG Dana Nessel Calls on Biden to Shut Down Michigan Pipeline Amid Soaring Gas Prices” were posted at breitbart.com on March 16, 2022.

U.S. economy dependent upon China

Looking back to December 2021, an article by James P. Pinkerton titled “Biden’s Green New Deal=China First” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 4, 2021.
An article by Ian Hanchett titled “GOP [Indiana] Senator [Mike] Braun: Lessen Economic Dependency on China or ‘When They Decide to Pivot, It’ll Be Painful’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by John Binder titled “Congress, Biden Reauthorize EB-5 Visas for Mostly Wealthy Chinese Nationals” was posted at breitbart.com on March 13, 2022.

**Congress—Omnibus spending bill**

- Looking back to April 2021, an article by Lindsay Wise titled “Senate Earmarks Are Back: Democrats Make It Official” was posted at wsj.com on April 26, 2021.

- Looking back to January 2022, an article titled “The E-Word [Earmarks] Is Poised for a Capitol Hill Comeback” was posted at washingtonpost.com Jan. 12, 2022.

- An article by Eric Boehm titled “Earmarks Are Back, and They’re Just As Sleazy and Secretive As Ever” was posted at reason.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Nicholas Ballasy titled “About 4,000 Earmarks Worth Up to $10 Billion Slipped Into $1.5 Trillion Spending Bill: GOP Senator” was posted at justthenews.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Emily Robertson titled “Sen. [Rand] Paul: ‘I’m Not Sure It’s Physically Possible’ to Read All 2,741 Pages of the Omnibus Spending Bill” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Emily Robertson titled “$1.5 Trillion Spending Bill Passes Senate 68-31” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 11, 2022.

**Federal reserve**

- An article by Jeff Cox titled “Federal Reserve Approves First Interest Rate Hike in More Than Three Years, Sees Six More Ahead” was posted at cnbc.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Staff titled “The Fed Needs to Get a Lot Tougher to Stop Soaring Inflation” was posted at nypost.com on March 16, 2022.

**Deficit**

- An article by Emily Robertson titled “Pelosi Falsely Claims Biden ‘Has Not Increased the National Debt’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 16, 2022.

**Inflation—blaming Putin**

- An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Joe Biden Rages: ‘I’m Sick’ of Americans Blaming Me for Inflation, Not Vladimir Putin” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Harvard Professor and Advisor to Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, Larry] Summers: Biden’s ‘Wrong’ to Blame Inflation on War, Accelerated Inflation in February Was Expected Before the War” was posted at breitbart.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by Joy Pullmann titled “The Ruling Class’s Response to Inflation [Blaming Putin] Tells You It’s Only Going to Get Worse” was posted at thefederalist.com on March 16, 2022.

An article by Tommy Hicks titled “Biden Deflects Blame on Inflation—But Americans Don’t Buy It” was posted at townhall.com on March 17, 2022.

**Inflation—blaming Biden**

An article by Nick Arama titled “Even CNN Isn’t Buying Biden’s New Lie About Inflation” was posted at redstate.com on March 10, 2022.

An article by Robert Spencer titled “New Biden Whine: Americans Are Just Too Stupid to Understand the Great Job He’s Doing” was posted at pjmedia.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Harvard Professor and Advisor to Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, Larry] Summers: Can’t Blame Inflation on Pandemic, War or Gouging; It’s About ‘Managing the Level of Demand’” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by Jessica Chasmar titled “Pelosi Claims Government Spending Is ‘Reducing the National Debt’—Not Causing Inflation” was posted at foxnews.com on March 13, 2022.

An article by Casey Harper titled “Farmers Hit Hard by Price Increases, Fertilizer Costs as Food Price Spike Looms” was posted at justthenews.com on March 13, 2022.

**More inflation—covid in China**

An article by John Carney titled “Lockdown of Shenzhen [and Changchun, China] Threatens U.S. With More Inflation and Supply Chain Disruptions” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

**Government taxation**

An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “$1,806,838,000,000: Federal Tax Collections Set Record Through February” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 10, 2022.

**Covid relief funds**

An article by David Shipley titled “Where Did $6 Trillion in Covid Funding Go?” was posted at bloomberg.com on March 14, 2022.

**Illegal immigration**

An article by Kate Morrissey titled “Ukrainian Family Fleeing Russian Invasion Turned Away From U.S. Border” was posted at sandiegouniontribune.com on March 9, 2022.
An article by John Binder titled “Chamber of Commerce: Fill 11.3 Million Open American Jobs With Foreign Workers” was posted at breitbart.com on March 10, 2022.

An article by John Binder titled “Sanctuary State New Jersey Seeks More Stimulus Checks for Illegal Aliens” was posted at breitbart.com on March 13, 2022.

An article by Adam Shaw and Griff Jenkins titled “Migrant Encounters at Southern Border in February Surged 63% Over Last Year: CBP Data” was posted at foxnews.com on March 15, 2022.

An article by Daniel Newton titled “NY Democrats Demand $345 Million for Health Insurance for Illegal Aliens” was posted at neonnettle.com on March 16, 2022.

An article by Harriet Alexander titled “’You Don’t Seem as Appalled by the Violation of Our Borders!’ Tucker Carlson Has Fiery Clash With GOP Rep. [Maria Salazar] Who Says She’s Open to No-Fly Zone Over Ukraine But Not Sending Troops to U.S. Border With Mexico” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 17, 2022.

Comments about excessive violent crime

An article by Robert Moran titled “Philadelphia Reaches 100 Homicides for 2022, Outpacing Last Year” was posted at inquirer.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by Andrea Cavallier titled “Amazon Will Move 1,800 Workers From Downtown Seattle Offices Because of Rampant Crime in Woke Bastion Where City Council Has Cut Police Budget by $36 Million Since 2019” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.

Comments about weapons

An article by Awr Hawkins titled “Alabama Becomes 22nd Constitutional Carry State” was posted at breitbart.com on March 10, 2022.

An article by Awr Hawkins titled “Ohio Becomes 23rd Constitutional Carry State” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “Homeowner Shoots Intruder in Westminster [Vermont]” was posted at newportdispatch.com on March 14, 2022.

Comments about investigation by John Durham

Looking back to February 2022, an article by Jonathan Turley titled “Durham Probe Proves Some Media Would Rather Ignore a Major Story Than Expose Their Role in Covering It Up” was posted at foxnews.com on Feb. 16, 2022.

An article by Margot Cleveland titled “Researcher [Georgia Tech Researcher Manos Antonakakis] Tells Durham He Saw Holes in the Alfa Bank Hoax [the Alfa Bank-Trump Secret Communication Theory That Was Peddled to the FBI] Before Democrats Shopped It to the FBI” was posted at thefederalist.com on March 14, 2022.
Comments about school boards

- An article by Hannah Bleau titled “America’s Fight: Conservative School Board Member [Bridget Ziegler] Blows the Lid Off Inner Workings of the Left’s Monopoly on Education” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Andrew Miller titled “Teachers Union President Misspells Ukraine on Twitter After Posing With Upside-Down Ukrainian Flag” was posted at foxnews.com on March 16, 2022.

Comments about racism and white supremacy

- An article by Pam Key titled “ABC’s [Sunny] Hostin: Criticism of VP Harris Laughing [at a Press Conference in Poland About Helping Refugees] ‘Based in Racism’ and Misogyny” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Staff titled “Jussie Smollett: I Got Jail Time Because I’m Black” was posted at tmz.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Parents Fury Over [San Antonio] Texas Elementary School’s Woke Lesson Segregating Kids by Hair Color, Then Branding Blond Children Stupid Before Showing Them Autopsy Photos of Black Girls Murdered in KKK Church Bombing” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.


Comments about critical race theory

- A video and an article by Jacob Bliss and Breccan F. Thies titled “Watch: Democrat Tom Malinowski [of New Jersey] Goes on Anti-Parent Tirade, Says Education Concerns Are ‘Made-Up Cultural Bulls**t’ ” were posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Tim Pearce titled “Biden’s Supreme Court Pick [Ketanji Brown Jackson] Championed Advocates of Critical Race Theory in Lectures, Speeches” was posted at dailywire.com on March 17, 2022.

Comments about harassment of Asian citizens

- An article by Adam Manno titled “Man, 42, Is Charged With Attempted Murder as a Hate Crime for Punching 67-Year-Old Asian Woman 125 Times and Stomping on Her in NYC Suburb” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.

Comments about harassment of black citizens

- An article by Steve Gelsi titled “Bloomberg Study Flags Lower Refinancing Approvals for African Americans by Wells Fargo” was posted at marketwatch.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by James Gordon titled “Parents Blast North Carolina School After White Students Organized Mock Slave Auction With One Outraged Mom
Saying Her Black Son Was Sold for $350 While Teens Sang the N-Word” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

Comments about Marxist BLM corporation

■ An article by Andrea Cavallier titled “BLM Activist [Monica Cannon-Grant] Charged With Fraud, Claimed She Wasn’t Paid a Dime From Her Own Charity But Secretly Paid Herself $170,000 a Year ‘While Raiding Its Coffers’: Video Shows Her Claiming Gun Criminals Are ‘Victims’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

Comments about police misconduct

■ An article by Leonardo Briceno titled “[Ohio] Officer Who Saved Young Woman From Ma’Khia Bryant’s Knife Attack [by Shooting Bryant] Cleared of Wrongdoing [as Special Prosecutors Say ‘Deadly Force’ Was Justified]” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on March 12, 2022.

■ An article by Joey Flechas titled “Body Camera Footage Shows Former Miami Cop Throwing Handcuffed Woman to the Ground” was posted at miamiherald.com on March 14, 2022.

■ An article by Shannon Dawson titled “A Black Woman Sues New York Police Department for Using Her Image on a Wanted Poster” was posted at madamenoire.com on March 15, 2022.

Comments about district attorney misconduct

■ An article by Brian Stieglitz titled “Manhattan DA Alvin Bragg Doubles Down on Soft-on-Crime Approach With New Division to Oversee Alternatives to Prison for Some Criminals—Even After Backtracking From Controversial Sentencing Memo in the Face of Backlash” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 8, 2022.

■ An article by Louis Casiano titled “Los Angeles County DA Gascon Expected to Face More Lawsuits From His Own Prosecutors, Attorney Says” was posted at foxnews.com on March 10, 2022.

Comments about Anthony Fauci

■ An article by Matt Palumbo titled “Rand Paul Blasts Republicans Who Voted to Impeach Trump But [Are] Against Firing Fauci” was posted at bongino.com on March 17, 2022.

General comment about covid mandates

■ An article by Sarah Lee titled “Covid Mandates Did One Thing Really Well: Erode Public Trust in Government” was posted at townhall.com on March 11, 2022.

Comments about vaccine mandates

■ An article by Peter Mihalick titled “Vaccine Mandates Are Ineffective Policy, Even With Effective Vaccines” was posted at townhall.com on March 10, 2022.
- An article by Mairead Elordi titled “Catholic, Orthodox Jewish New Yorkers Drop Lawsuit After Vaccine Restrictions Lifted” was posted at dailywire.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Katherine Hamilton titled “United Airlines Will Allow Unvaccinated Employees to Return to Work After Placing Thousands on Unpaid Leave” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “Unvaccinated MLB Players Will Be Refused Entry to Canada, Docked Pay” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Adam Manno titled “Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot Warns Cops and City Workers They’ll Be Put on No-Pay Status If They Don’t Get First Dose of Covid Vaccine by Sunday [March 13]: About 2,800 Police Officers Remain Unvaccinated” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.

- An article by Alex Raskin titled “Don’t You Work Here? Unvaccinated [NBA Brooklyn] Nets Star Kyrie Irving Watches Two [College] Games Unmasked in Brooklyn [Barclays Center], but Still Can’t Play in NYC [Area] Due to ‘Stupid’ Mandate That ‘Makes Zero Sense’ Per Kevin Durant and LeBron James [Meaning He Can Enter the Building to Watch a Game Sitting Among a Packed Crowd, but He Can’t Play on the Court in the Building With Nine Other Players]” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Paul Bois titled “[NBA] Brooklyn Nets Fined $50,000 [by NBA] for Allowing Unvaccinated Kyrie Irving Into Locker Room [Because Although Irving Was Allowed Into the Arena, He Was Not Allowed Into the Workplace Environment]” was posted at breitbart.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Daniel Nuccio titled “Universities Follow the Politics, Not the Science” was posted at brownstone.org on March 17, 2022.

- An article by Lucia Sinatra titled “End All College Covid-19 Vaccination Mandates” was posted at brownstone.org on March 17, 2022.

**Comments about vaccines**

- An article by Mansur Shaheen titled “Fourth Covid Shot Is Necessary to Control the Virus, Says Pfizer CEO—As Fauci Admits ‘We Don’t Know’ What Is to Come for Vaccines and How Many Shots May Be Needed” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Greg Piper titled “Deaths Represent 1.3% of Side Effects Reported for Covid Vaccines; Peer-Reviewed CDC Study” was posted at March 14, 2022.

- An article by Dr. Joseph Mercola titled “Nine in 10 Covid Deaths Are in Vaccinated People” was posted at mercola.com on March 15, 2022.

- An article by Ethan Huff titled “Millions of People ‘Fully Vaccinated’ for Covid Are Now Suffering From Excruciating Illnesses” was posted at uncanceled.news on March 16, 2022.
An article by Dr. Joseph Mercola titled “Covid Vaccines and Neurodegenerative Disease” was posted at mercola.com on March 17, 2022.

An article by Dr. Joseph Mercola titled “Ivermectin Decreases Mortality” was posted at mercola.com on March 17, 2022.

Comments about masks

An article by Trent Baker titled “FNC’s Dr. Makary: Health Officials ‘Don’t Want to Know’ Data Behind School Mask Mandates” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

Looking back to the beginning of March, an article by Joel B. Pollak titled “L.A. Teachers Union Wants to Preserve Masks in Schools as State Ends Mandates” was posted at breitbart.com on March 1, 2022.

An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Teachers Union Will Force L.A. Kids to Wear Masks Even as Mandate Ends” was posted at breitbart.com on March 13, 2022.

An article by Heidi Przybyla, Jay Blackman and Teaganne Finn titled “TSA to Extend Mask Mandates for Planes, Public Transportation Until April 18” was posted at nbcnews.com on March 10, 2022.

An article by Henry Rodgers titled “Senate Votes [57-40] to Repeal CDC Mask Mandate for Public Transportation [Although Biden Suggests Veto]” was posted at dailycaller.com on March 15, 2022.

An article by Janon Fisher titled “Masks for Little Kids But Not Sports Stars: Parents Blast NYC Mayor Eric Adams for Telling Athletes They Will Soon Be Able to Ignore Vaccine Mandate—While Forcing Masks on Unvaccinated Under-Fives” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 17, 2022.

Comments about transgenders

An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Disney CEO [Bob Chapek] Caves to Leftists: Pledges $5 Million to LGBTQ Groups Over Florida Bill Barring Sexuality Instruction for Kids” was posted at breitbart.com on March 9, 2022.

An article by Paul Bois titled “Ron DeSantis Rips ‘Woke’ Disney After CEO Bob Chapek Attacks Parental Rights Bill” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by Erich Schwartzel titled “Disney CEO [Bob Chapek] Tried to Avoid Politics, Now Finds Himself in Middle of Partisan Spat” was posted at wsj.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by Breccan F. Thies titled “Group [Leftist Organization ‘Together Rising’] Promotes Transgender Ideology in Florida: ‘There Is No Such Thing As Other People’s Children’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by Nathaniel Charles titled “[Author J.K.] Rowling Warns Politicians of ‘Anger Building Among Women’ Over Attempts to Silence Them on Trans Issues” was posted at breitbart.com on March 12, 2022.
An article by Snejana Farberov titled “Kansas Middle School Teacher Sues School District [in Fort Riley] for Suspending Her After She Refused to Call Students by Their Preferred Pronouns Because It Violated Her ‘Religious Beliefs’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.

An article by Star Parker titled “Florida Law Is Pro-Freedom, Not Anti-LGBTQ” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 16, 2022.

**Media comments about Tucker Carlson**

An article by James Gordon titled “Tucker Carlson Suggests U.S. Government Officials Wanted Russia to Invade Ukraine Because Emergency Covid Powers Had Expired and the War Would Distract From Domestic Issues” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 12, 2022.

An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Tucker Carlson Attacks The View Hosts for Calling for Him to Be Arrested, and Defends His Claim That the U.S. Has Failed to Destroy Deadly Pathogens in Ukrainian Bio-Labs, and Points Out That CBS News Says They Contain Anthrax” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.

**Media comments about Joy Reid**

An article by Alex Hammer titled “MSNBC’s Joy Reid Faces Backlash for Accusing the Media of Covering the War in Ukraine with More Compassion Because the Victims Are ‘White and Largely Christian’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 10, 2022.

**Media comments about Bill Maher**

An article by Ian Hanchett titled “Maher: ‘If Putin Thought Trump Was Really That Supportive’ [of Putin], Then ‘Why Didn’t He Invade When Trump Was in Office?’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by Ian Hanchett titled “Maher: ‘Very Strange’ for Biden to Cut Off Russian Oil and Then Beg Saudi Arabia, Venezuela and Iran” was posted at breitbart.com on March 11, 2022.

An article by Virginia Kruta titled “Bill Maher Defends Florida Bill: ‘Maybe Kids That Young Shouldn’t Be Thinking About Sex at All’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on March 12, 2022.

**Media comments about Joy Behar**

An article by Natalie Musumeci and Kim Renfro titled “ ‘The View’ Host Joy Behar’s Comments About Her Italy Vacation [Being Disrupted] During a Discussion About the Ukraine Crisis Are Sparking Backlash” was posted at businessinsider.com on Feb. 25, 2022.

**Media comments about Trevor Noah**

An article by Tim Meads titled “ ‘This Would Have Never Happened to Donald Trump’: Trevor Noah Slams ‘Embarrassing’ Report Gulf Countries Won’t Answer Joe Biden’s Calls” was posted at dailywire.com on March 12, 2022.
Media finally confirms Hunter Biden story

- An article by Anthony Farris titled “18 Months Later, New York Times Confirms Hunter Biden Laptop Story” was posted at outkick.com on March 17, 2022.

- An article by Katie Pavlich titled “The New York Times Confirms News on Hunter Biden That We’ve Known for Years” was posted at townhall.com on March 17, 2022.

Other comments about the media

- An article by Matt Binder titled “DuckDuckGo ‘Down-Ranks’ Russian Disinformation; the Search Engine’s Users Are Not Happy” was posted at mashable.com on March 10, 2022.

- An article by Graham Colton titled “Jesse Watters Calls Out Congress Members Who Might Have Profited From Russia-Ukraine War” was posted at foxnews.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by Staff titled “MSNBC Torched for [Guest Michael McFaul] Claiming ‘Hitler Didn’t Kill Ethnic Germans’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on March 12, 2022.


- An article by Katie Feehan titled “Viewers Hit Out at Entitled Movie Stars Lecturing Over Ukraine, [Against] JK Rowling and [Wanting a Female] James Bond in Wokest Bafta Awards Yet” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.

- An article by Matt McNulty titled “Discovery Will Combine Discovery+ With HBO Max to Form Single Streamer After Upcoming Merger With Warner Media—but Won’t Say If Prices Will Rise for Services [for] 100 Million Subscribers” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Tim Graham titled “Anderson Cooper’s ‘60 Minutes’ Infomercial for Pete Buttigieg” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Hank Berrien titled “[CNN] Blood Brothers No More: Chris Cuomo Turns on Don Lemon in CNN Complaint” was posted at dailywire.com on March 17, 2022.

- An article by James Anthony titled “Chris Cuomo Spills the Beans on Unethical Behavior by Ex-CNN Colleagues [Don Lemon and Jeffrey Toobin] in Bombshell Lawsuit” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on March 17, 2022.
Comments about Robert Francis O’Rourke

■ Looking back to February 2022, an article by Awr Hawkins titled “Beto O’Rourke Pivots: ‘I’m Not Interested in Taking Anything From Anyone’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Feb. 9, 2022.

■ A video and an article by Jenny Goldsberry titled “Watch: Beto O’Rourke Reverses Stance on Critical Race Theory” were posted at washingtonexaminer.com on March 12, 2022.

Comments about Hunter Biden

■ An article by Jerry Dunleavy titled “DOJ [Finally] Investigating Hunter Biden for Foreign Lobbying Violations [Likely in Places Such as China and Ukraine]” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on March 16, 2022.

■ An article by Jack Murphy titled “Trump Reminds Americans: Hunter Biden Got $3.5 Million From Moscow Mayor’s Wife” was posted at neonnettle.com on March 16, 2022.

■ Looking back to December 2021, an article by W. James Antle III titled “Psaki Has ‘Neither the Time Nor Interest’ in Hunter Biden Laptop Authenticity Question” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on Dec. 6, 2021.

■ An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Jen Psaki Repeatedly Spread Disinformation About Hunter Biden’s Laptop” was posted at breitbart.com on March 17, 2022.

Democrats worried about Kamala Harris

■ An article by Emily Robertson titled “Tulsi Gabbard: Suffering Ukrainians Are ‘Actors . . . in the Kamala Harris Show’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 11, 2022.

■ An article by Rebecca Downs titled “White House Transcript Steps in With Adjustment After Kamala Harris Makes Rather Curious Comments About NATO [Incorrectly Implying That Ukraine Is Part of NATO]” was posted at townhall.com on March 12, 2022.

■ An article by Landon Mion titled “Kamala Harris Says Voters ‘Got What They Ordered’ ” was posted at townhall.com on March 12, 2022.

■ An article by Morgan Phillips titled “Kamala Harris Loses Her Ninth Staffer Since June [2021]: VP’s Deputy Press Secretary Sabrina Singh Heads for the Pentagon After Her [Harris] Trip to Europe—Leaving Just One of Her Senior Communications Staff Left” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

Biden’s mental capacity

■ An article by Katelyn Caralle titled “‘The First Lady’s Husband Contracted Covid’: Biden Has to Be Corrected After Gaffe Suggesting He Has Tested Positive, When He Meant to Say Kamala’s Husband Doug Emhoff” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.
Biden and Harris supporters and detractors

- An article by Staff titled “Here’s the Full List of Every Lie Joe Biden Has Told As President: 140 and Counting” was posted at thefederalist.com on March 8, 2022.

- An article by Jeff Poor titled “[Arkansas Senator Tom] Cotton: Iran, Russia Know They Have Biden ‘Over the Barrel’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Katelyn Burns titled “Andrew Cuomo’s Rant Against ‘Cancel Culture’ Feels Very Familiar [Why Do Men Accused of Sexual Misconduct Think Decrying Cancel Culture Will Save Them?]” was posted at msnbc.com on March 10, 2022.

- An article by James Gordon titled “Disgraced Ex-NY Governor Andrew Cuomo Is Accused by State Audit of Deliberately Excluding 4,000 Covid Deaths in Nursing Homes From Totals for 10 Months to Make His Response Look Better” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

- An article by Sara Cline titled “Liberal U.S. Cities Change Course, Now Clearing Homeless Camps” was posted at apnews.com on March 11, 2022.

- An article by David Siders and Elena Schneider titled “Dems Catch a Break From the Culture Wars [Because of the War in Ukraine]” was posted at politico.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Farnoush Amiri titled “Agenda Languishing, Democrats Press Biden to Go It Alone [With Executive Orders]” was posted at apnews.com on March 12, 2022.

- An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “Vice President Kamala Harris: ‘More Than 70% of the Judicial Nominees We Have Appointed Are Women’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Emily Robertson titled “[Mark] Levin: Putin Hears Passivity, Not Deterrence, From Biden Administration” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 14, 2022.

- An article by Victoria Eardley titled “Biden Is Trying to Subsidize His Mistakes” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 15, 2022.

- An article by Patrick Goodenough titled “49 GOP Senators to Biden: Any Iran Deal Lacking Strong Bipartisan Support ‘Will Not Survive’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on March 15, 2022.

Comments about conservatives

- An article by James Gordon titled “Candace Owens Blasts USA Today’s ‘Ridiculous’ Decision to Name Biden’s Trans Health Secretary Rachel Levine as One of Its Women of the Year” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

Trump supporters and detractors

- An article by Matt Vespa titled “Facebook Banned Trump, but Will Give Russian Death Threats [Urging Violence Against Russian Invaders] a Pass” was posted at townhall.com on March 11, 2022.
An article by Elizabeth Elkind titled “Bill Barr Compares Working With Trump and His Cronies to ‘Wrestling an Alligator’ but Says ‘A Lot of American People Right Now’ Would Prefer the Ex-President in the White House to Joe Biden” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 13, 2022.

An article by Katelyn Caralle titled “Trump Says Pence Won’t Be His VP on the Ticket If He Runs in 2024 Because They Haven’t Spoken in a Long Time and He Doesn’t Think Voters Would ‘Accept’ Him” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

**Senate and daylight savings time**

An article by Katelyn Caralle titled “Senate [Unanimously] Passes a Bill to Make Daylight Savings Time Permanent—Meaning America Will Never Have to Change Its Clocks Again If It Passes the House” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 15, 2022.

An article by Dr. Meeta Singh titled “The Dark Side of Permanent Daylight Savings Time: How the Senate Bill Eliminating the Changing of the Clocks May Make Americans Sicker, Fatter and More Depressed” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 16, 2022.

An article titled “Sleep Experts Say Senate Has It Wrong: Standard Time (Not Daylight Saving) Should Be Permanent” was posted at washingtonpost.com on March 16, 2022.

**General interest**

An article by Chris Field titled “USA Today Fact-Checks Clearly Satirical Babylon Bee Report That Biden Sold Alaska to Russia” was posted at theblaze.com on March 10, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “First Black NFL Referee, Johnny Grier, Dies at 74” was posted at thegrio.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by Matt McNulty titled “Potassium Iodide Tablets Sell Out in U.S. Over Fears of Nuclear War With Russia With $14 Packets Now Selling for $149 on eBay” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 14, 2022.

An article by John Rigolizzo titled “Thieves Steal Almost 400 Gallons of Gas From NC Gas Station” was posted at dailywire.com on March 16, 2022.

An article by Elisha Fieldstadt titled “Papa John’s [Pizza Franchise] Faces Backlash After U.S. Franchisee Refuses to Close 190 Russia Stores” was posted at nbcnews.com on March 16, 2022.

An article by Jonathan Edwards titled “A Dentist [in Jackson, Wisconsin] Broke His Patients’ Teeth on Purpose So He Could Fix Them; Prosecutors Say He Made Millions” was posted at washingtonpost.com on March 16, 2022.

An article by Alastair Talbot titled “Federal Government Pays $127.5 Million to Families of Parkland School Massacre Victims After Admitting FBI Failed to...”
Pursue Two Tips That Could Have Prevented 2018 Shooting That Killed 17” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on March 17, 2022.

- An article by Hogan Gore titled “[Six] Imposters Posing as Law Enforcement Officers Raid Oklahoma Marijuana Grow Operations” was posted at oklahoman.com on March 17, 2022.

★★★★★

* Isaiah 55:6-11 —“Seek you the L ORD while He may be found, call upon Him while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts; let him return to the L ORD, and He will have mercy on him; and to our God, for He will abundantly pardon. ‘For My thoughts are not your thoughts, nor are your ways My ways,’ says the L ORD. For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than your thoughts. For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, and do not return there, but water the earth, and make it bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall My word be that goes forth from My mouth; it shall not return to Me void, but it shall accomplish what I please, and it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it.”